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                                   Abstract

   The main object of this paper is to clarify the effect of greenery on residential street scenes,

using scale-models. For this purpose, eye-level color slides of the scale-models and color slides of

real residential streets were used as the stimuli of two experiments respectively, and 35 students

of University assessed the stimuli. The autbors showed the importance of visual greenery and

showed the difference of the results between from the scale-models and from the real street scenes.

Furthermore, the authors can point out the feasibiiity of slmulation by the scale-models for this

purpose.

Key Words: Residential street scene, Greenery, Scale-model, Assessment.

1. Intreductien

    The scenic value of a residential neighborhood is an important cornponent of

its livability. In xecent years, some inveseigations have been made to clarify certain

factors that effect the scenic value. Most of them have reported that greenery

(vegetation) in residential areas has a great influence on the satisfaction or preference

of people.2,9,11,17,18,20,26)

    At a rough estimate, it seerr}s that the amount of visual greenery is not all

that different from the vegetation-covered area in residential areas. But in detail,

visual greenery may owe a great deal to street side vegetation and the three dimen-

sional volume of them.3) Thus, when we assess street scenes, an on-site test is

desirable to reflect the direct experience of the subjects. But in practice, however,

on-site tests have some empirical and aRalytical problems, such as the difliculty of

presenting adequate samples of iandscape views to large samples of respondents.

Consequently, photographic displays as a substitute have been used in many studies.

In this context, Skuttleworth (1980)2`' and Kellomak aRd Savolainen (1984)'5' re-
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viewed and reported on the validity and effectiveness of photographs in representing

landscapes.

    Meanwhile, using photographs of real street scenes only, has its limitations

also. In particular, it is dithcult to examine the effects of each factor independently.

Consequently, some simulation techniques such as photomontages, scale-models and

computer graphics are in need of development.5,i9)

    Although some researches which attempted to show the effects of trees on

street landscaping, used the photomontage technique,6,7,22,23,25) research on the use

of street scale-models for this objects is rarely found. This report delas with the

effects of greenery on residential street scenes and compares the results from color

slides of scale-models with those of real street scenes.

2. Method

EJtiperiment Based on Color Slides of' ,S2rale-models

    Color slides of scale-model street scenes of residential areas were used as the

stimuli of the experiment. Each model was made to a scale of one to one hundred

rneters. The details of the rnodels are as follows.

    House: A typical Hokkaido individual house with the triangle roof in style

which was built by public housing corporations was made. The building size was

7.9 meters ×6.9 meters with a height 6.8 meters. The color of the walls was
cream and the roof was red (Figure 1).

    Street: Two types of street were used. One was 6.5 meters in width with
a 1.5 meter sidewalk on each side. The other type was 7.5 meters in width with

a 2.5 meters sidewalk on each side in which street trees were set. Both streets

were assumed to be paved with asphalt. The street trees were assumed to be
decidious and were placed in front of the houses.

    Housing lot: The size of the housing Iot was 200 m2 of which the east-west

axis was 12.5 meters and the north-south axis was 16 meters. It was assumed

that the outdoor space of the housing lot except for the entrance was covered by

a lawn. For tree planting, three types of housing lots, namely one without tree,

one having a high tree and one having a low tree were used. For the housing

lot perimeter against the three designs used one had no fence or hedge, one had

a hedge and one had a concrete block fence. The height of both the fence and

the hedge was 1 meter.

:.l.-i･'

Ii,

Figure 1. Photographic presentation of the model house.
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    Telephone pole: We used two types of streets in this experiment. One had

no telephone poles and the other had telephone poles (8 meters in heigkt).

    Background: As the background of house which was placed at the end of
the street, three types - hill, hill and buildlng, lack of the above (sl<y only) -

were used.

    If these are combined 108 different models could be assembled. There were

two types of street, thyee types of construction around housing lots, three types

of trees in housing lots, three types of background, and with or without te}ephone
pole.

    Arrangement of the houses and each characteristics ls shown iR Figure 2 and

the arrangement of the all housing lots is shown in Figure 3.

    A miniature periscopic camera attachment (iR this case a "borescope") was

used to take "eye-level" photographs along tlte street (Figure 4). In order to

reduce the ra£ing test time, we chose 75 color slides both sides of the 108 possible

types. The kind of color slides chosen are shown in Table 1.

    In November 1981, each of the scenes (about 1 meter in proje¢ted diameter)
was shown by means of a slide projector to a class of 35 students (male: 32,
female: 3, including 4 students of the landscape architecture course) of the School

of Agriculture at the University of Hokkaido.

2.5m
l2,sm

:
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house

hedgefence

house

lowtree
25

3.0m
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3.om 92,Om

hightree
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Figure 2. Placement of each house and the other characteristics.
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3. Arrangementofthewhole housing lots.

Figure 4. An example of the scale-model scenes.
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Table 1. 0f the scale-model slide number shown by each sub-category

65

Variable Sub-category 123456789 le 11 12 13
Utility pole:

Street tree:

Fence or
    hedge:

Trees in
housing lot:

                                                                      O 28

  *Bacl<grounclofthehousewhichwasplaced endofthestreetsanclitplayeclarole
     as an "eye-stop" of the street.

    The slides were arranged randomly and each scene was presented for about

10 to 15 seconds. During the time, each student was asked to judge the scene

on the following 7 point scales.

        (1) x) an abundance of greenery - y) lack of greenery

        (2) x) good residential area - y) bad residential area

From left to right ln the each scale: extremely x, quite x, slightly x, neither x

nor y (oy equally x and y), slightly y, quite y, extremely y. This scale ran from

7 points to one pomt.

Emperiment Based on thlor Slides of Real Street S2reiies

    Thirteen typical residential areas in Sappore were chosen for this study (each

chosen area was about 6-10 ha). Each area was a part of fellowing areas: Shin-

kotoni, Koyo, Azabu, Okadama, North 23 to 24 Jo and West 6 to 8 Chome, Yarna-

note, Meien, S6en, Kosal, KOto, Misono, Hong6 and Mal<omanai. Details of the

areas were skown in previous papers.3)

    Color slides were taken systematically at the center of streets at 50-meter

intervals in the summer of 1979. Most of the scenes which were used in this

study were selected from these slicles but a few were added to increase the variety.

A wide angle (35mm) lens, the field of vision of which is simllay to that of the

human eyes was used in 1979, although a standard lens (50mm) had been ttsed in

1977. Each slide was taken on a clear day at eye leve} (about 1.5 meter in height)

and with a focal point of lnfinity straight ahead.

    The method of expe:lment was the same as the experiment based on the model.

The subiects numbered 35 students (male: 29, female: 6, including 5 students of

 1)

2)

 3)

 4)

 5)

 6>

 7)

 8>

 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

presence
absence

presence
absence

heclge

concrete block fence

neither hedge nor fence

low trees

high trees

absence

hill

hill ancl builcling

absence
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the landscape architecture course) of the Schooi of Agriculture at the University

of Hokkaido. The projected size of the slides was about 1.2 meter in length and

1.7 meter in widtk. Rating scales were the same as previously mentloned.

    The results of this study were computed by SPSS at the Hokkaido University

3. Results and Discussion

Vegetatio7z-covered Ratios in the Photographs

    Vegetation-covered ratios in the photographs which were used as stimuli of

both experiments were measured as the backgrollnd for the next analysis.

    Figure 5 shows the frequencies for each types of vegetation ratio (expressed as

a percentage) of the color slides of the model and those of the yeal streets. The

model was simple, thus it is natural that the ranges of frequency of the model

were Rarrower than those of the real streets. For example, although the street tree

ratios of the models ranged from 4.8% to 7.1% and the ratios of trees in housiRg

iots ranged from 2.2% to 15.7%, the same ratios in hotographs of real streets

were from O.6% to 24.4% and from O.3% to 40.1% (in these cases results under

O.1% were excluded).

    The reasons for the wide range iR the ratios of street trees in the real streets

are due to the locations at which the photographs were taken, as well as to the

                               (!) the scale-models (2) the real streets
                          IS

                          10
               Street tree
                           5
                                           ...[ =Lm= Lnv--..--..ww..

                          10
                   }ledge
                           5                                          L

                          IO
                Trees in
              housinglot s

           Ba¢kgroundhiii i"47

                andtrees s

                        ±essthanO'S]itiSs2b lril

Ground cover
 vegetation

s

                                        o.1 S S S J s S J i
                                         S le i5 2o 2s 30 35 4o 45
                                  less than 5
     Figure S. Frequency of each kind of vegetation ratios appearing in the
               photographs of the real streets and the scale-models.

Note: Pltotographs of which each ldnd of vegetation area is under e.1% are excluded.
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actual number of street trees. The wicley range of ratios of trees in housing lots

is mainly due to the difference in the number of trees iR the area.

Relationship Between Visual Greeneiy ratio a7zd Assessment

    The area of vegetation in the photograplLs rrreasured as a perceBtage of the

whole was called the visual greenery ratio.

    When we examine the relationships between the mean scores of the "an
abundance of gyeenery - lack of greenery" category, the mean ratings of the
"good residential area - bad residential area" category, and the visual greenery

ratios, there had high correlation coefllcients. Figures 6 and 7 are scattergrams

which show the realtions between the mean ratings of the "an abundance of
greenery - lacl< of greenery" and the visual greenery ratlos based on the models

and the rea} streets respectively.

    If the mean ratings of the "an abundance of greenery - lack of greenery"

category are used as the dependent variable and the visual greenery ratios (%) are

used as the independent vayiable, the linear regression equatioRs are estimated as

follows :

    (Based on the color slides of the models)

        Y=O.I74X+2.045 R2=urO.89 (1)
    (Based on the color slides of the real streets)

        Y==O.099X+2.002 R2=O.78 (2)

     'b

     ca
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Figure 6. Relationship between vegetation covered ratios and ratings of the

          feeling of the greenery -the photographs of the scale-models-.
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        Figure 7. Relationship between vegetation covered area ratios and ratings of
                  the feeling of the greenery -the photographs of real streets-.

    If the mean ratings of the "good residential area - bad residential area"

category are used as the dependent variable and the visual greenery ratios (%) are

used as the independent variable, the regression equations are as foilows;

    (Based on the color slides of the models)

         Y:O.111X-l-2.904 R2==O.80 (3)
    (Based on the color slides of the rea} streets)

         Y=:O.065X+2.811 R2=O.61 (4)
    If the mean ratings of the "good residential area - bad residential area"

category are used as the dependent variable and the mean ratings of the "an

abundaRce of greenery - lack of greenery" category are used as the independent

variable, the regression equations are as follows;

    (Based on the color slides of the rnodeis)

        Y=:O.604X+1.724 R2==O.82 (5>
    (Based on the color slides of the real streets)

        Y=O.667X+1.450 R2=:O.81 (6)
    The results showed that there was not all that much difference between equa-

tion (5) and (6). This means that both effects of the feeling of subjects about

greeRery in the assessments of residential street scenes are quite similar.

    Comparing equations (1) and (2), and equations (3) and (4), sharper increases
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of the ratings accoxding to the increase of the visual gyeenery ratios were found

in the case of the models thaR in the case of tlte real streets. Although the

reason is not quite clear, it seems to be due to the sirnple featuyes of the models.

In other words, the simplicity may make clear the effects of the greenexy. Fur-

thermore, we can suggest that because street trees, hedges and trees in housing

lots were arranged in an orderly manner in the models, the effects of them on

the yatings may be gyeater. The infiuence of the naryow view angle (about 410)

and circular form of photograph of the "borescope" oR the result is not clear.

    Using equation (l) and (2), if we want to obtain 5 points in rating the "an

abundance of greenery - lack of greenery" category a 17% visual greenery for

the photographs of the models and a 30% visuai greenery ratio for the photogxaphs

of the real streets, would be needed. Similarly, if we wish to obtain 5 points in

ratlng the evaluation of residential ayeas, 19% and 34% v}sual greenery ratios

respectively for the two types of photographs would be needed.

    Some previous papers have indicated that about 15-20% visual greenery ratio

is required as a gyeen minimum and about 25-30% is needed as a realistic goal.S,i3,i8,

2i,25,29) In this study, the results based on the real street scenes resemble these

results. Contrary to them, however, the results based on the models are aboue

half. As inentioned above, if we can suggest that the difference is due to the

orderliness of good landscaping, both resuits from the models and the real streets

are acceptable. Although more detailed studies are needed to clayify the difference,

we can suggest that about 10-20% is necessary as a visua} greenery minimum
and about 20-30% is necessary as a realistic goal.

    In this study, the linear regression were most sultable. However, it should be

noted that when the visual greenery ratios were over 40%, although it was not

so clear, a decline of non-linearities was indicated by the scatter plots. Thus as

a few previous papers have suggested,ig) if we examine a wider range of visual

greenery ratios, non-linear equations such as logarithmic ones may be better suited.

ELffkcts of Visual Greenery 7types o7z the Assessme7zts

    Some studies have developed prediction models for the scenic quality of urban

landscape, usiRg physical characteristics of the landscapes.i,4･7･8･i2,iG,i8,22) As the physi-

cal characteristics, most of these studies included the following ratios of the photo-

gyaphs: area of sky, ayea of street surface, area of buildings and area of vegeta-

tion. And some of these studies have used more detailed features of the vegeta-

tion. Most of these studies showed the positive effects of amount and degree of

vegetation and natural elements. Conversely, man-made elements have negative
effects.･

    Although the object of these studies except ln one case, have not been restricted

within residentia! street scene, based on these previous studies, we chose some

physical characterlstics mainly some vegetatioR types or planting positions. These

variables and sub-categories are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

    Using the Quantification Theory 1 developed by Hayashi,iO> we examined the

effects of these variables on the assessments of the subjects of the residenfial street
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scenes with the aim of clarjfying them. The method seems to show the explanatory

power of these variables and the contributioRs of each variable. With this method,

the maximum difference among the sub-category coedicients for each variable or

partial correlation indicates the contributive power of each variable. The multiple

correlation coefllcients indicate the reliability of the prediction. The scores on

which these analyses depend were the mean scores or classifications for each of

the characteristics of the photographs.

    Firstly, the mean ratings of the "an abundaRce of greenery - lack of greenery"

category was used as the outsider criterion. As the partial correlatlons in Tables

2 and 3 show the tyees in housiRg lot category has the greatest infiuence on the

rating of the feellng of gyeenery in the models and in the real streets. It is not

straRge, because the amouRt of greenery on houslng Iots was tke greatest and had

the widest range of these variables. If we examine, the sub-categories of the trees

in housing lots, based on the real streets contiRuance high trees are the most

effective. IR a simi}ar way, we can examine the impoytaRce of some vegetation

types (Tables 4 and 5).

    It is noteworthy that partial correlations of the street tree category, the fence

of hedge category and the background category based on the models are relatively

higher than those of the real stree£ scenes. We can suggest that the yeason is
due to the sytematic selection of photographs of the model. Conversely, it was

difficult to take many types of photographs in the real streets. For example, in

Japanese cities, generally speaking, street trees are plaRted only in streets with

wide sidewalks (over or equal 2.5 meters), thus street trees are not planted in a

great proportion of streets in resideRtial areas. Thus, we can point out that the

usefulRess of model simulatlon is shown by this result.

    Meanwhile, ground cover vegetation which was mainly weeds has a relatively

weak effect on the feeliRg of the subjects about greenery. Furthermore, it is

noteworthy that in both experiments a relatively high partial correlation of the

bacl<ground category was present in which greenery ratlos were very small. The

result means that "eye-stop" greenery at focal points ("trees" in the real streets

and "hill" in the models) are important.

    On the same Table, we show the result of using mean ratings of the "good

residential area - bad residential area" category as the ouside cyiterion. Roughly

speaking, the partial correlation and sub-category weight of each variable is similar

to the case of the "an abundance of greenery - lack of greeneyy" category. But

we can find some difference ln detail. For example in the case ofthe real street

scenes, the street tree category has a relatively stronger ellfect oR the total asses-

sment than on the feeling of the subiects about greeRery. These results mean

that the differences are due to the difference of effects of the variables on the

total assessment and on the feelings of greenery. And the reasoR for lower mul-

tiple correlations of the total assessments is due to the complexity of the total

assessment. In other words, many variables are related to the total assessment

than to the feelings of greenery. Meanwhile because the model was so simple, the
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Partial correlations of the variables of the scale-meclels

according to the 9uantMcation Theory 1 analysis
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Variab]e The feeling of greenery 'rhe total assessment

Telephone pole

Street tree

Fence or hedge

Trees in housing lot

Backgrouncl

       R

Table 3. Partial

accord

              .145

              .644

              .779

              .872

              .553

              .923

 co,rrelations of the variables of

ing to the Quantification Theory

          .132

          .54e

          .76e

          .798

          .470

          .889

the real streets

1 analysis

Variable The feeling of greenery The
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

Street tree

Fepce or heclge

Trees in housing Iot

Background*

Ground cover vegetation

Width of street surface**

Area of sky in pheto

          R

,277

.315

.785

.317

.177

.187

.374

.902

total assessment

   .439

   .384

   .665

   .353

   .301

   .160

   .235

   .857

 :k

:trSit

tttttttttttt....t.ttttttttttttt...t........t.t.t. ...............tt.tt.tt.ttt.t.t.t.ttttttttttttttttttttttt......

Bacl<ground means focal point of the street.

Reiative measurement by width of the photographs.

    Table 4. Weight scores of each sub-category of
              according to the Quautification Theory

the scale-model

1 analysis
scenes

Variable Sub-category Number
The fee3ing
ofgreenerl ..

The total
assessment

Telephone pole:

Street tree:

Fence

Trees

or laedge:

in housing lot;

Bacl<grouncl;

presence
absence

presence

absence

bedge

concrete blocl< fence

neither hedge nor fence

low tree

high tree

absenee

hill

hill and building

absence

48

27

31

44

24

24

27

23

23

29

28

19

28

-.043

 .076

 .403

-.284

 .651

-.520

-.116

 .103

 .879

-.778

 .223

 .156

-.329

-.029

 .052

 .243

-.171

 .503

-.348

-.138

 .142

 .474

-.488

 .188

 .O03

-.19e
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Table 5.

Environmental Science, Hokk

Weight of each sub category
to the 9uantification Theory

aido Vol. 8, No. 1,

of the model-scale

1 analysis

1985

scene accoyding

Variable Sub-category Number
The feeling
of greenery The total

Street tree:

Fence or 1iedge;

Trees in housing

Backgrounci:

Width

Ground

lot:

of street
      $urface:

 cover
   vegetatlon:

Area of sky in P}10tO:

presence
absence

hedges (prominent)

blocl< fences (prominent)

hedges and block fences

neither fences nor hedges

the others

continuous Iow trees

continuous high trees

scattered low trees

scattered high trees

continuous high and Iow trees

scattered high and Iow trees

absence

absence

hill (not prominent)

hill (prominent)

buildings

trees

narrow
medium
wide

presence
absence

 e-under 8%*

 8-16

16-24

24-32

32 and over

11

79

 7
19

11

24

29

 8
12

21

 7
20

12

IO

40

12

 7
21

10

27

se

 13

47

43

( 1)

16

32

32

 9

  .667

-.e93

  .625

  .O18

  .264

 -.e89

-.189

  .118

 1.260

-.989

  .367

  .775

-.443

-.805

  .e74

-.153

-.199

-.171

  .386

  .O12

  .oge

 -.370

  .110

-.120

(-.091)

  .132

  .224

-.319

  .112

   .769

 -.106

   .7e2

   .132

   .238

 -.116

 -.250

   .074

   .815

 -.565

 -O.27
   .574

 -.397

 -.505

   .072

 -.253

 - .O05

 -.165

   .364
1

 -.147
   .155

 -.292

   .080

 -.088

(-.766)

   .O04

   .049

 -.085
   .204

    tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt                                                                                  ttttt
   * Sample is too small.

difference is not so clear.

    Although, the proportion of sky in the photographs had a strong effect on

preference of people or assessment in some previous papers,i2,i8) the effect was not

so clear in this study. The reason may be due to the photographs themselves

which were taken in mainly individual housing areas.

    The low effect of the ground cover vegetation may be due to the subjects'

feeling that the street or housing lots with weeds were not well-1{ept. In this

context, Nasar (1983)20) reported that "we}1-kept vegetation" was one of important
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variables for pyeference of street scenes.

4. Summary and ConelusioR

    IR summary, based on the color slides of the real streets our present study

indicated that a visual green minimum for resldential streets was about 20% and

as an attaiRable goal, 30% was necessary. But the result based on the color

slides of scale-model indicate that each standayds was about half of these figures.

AIthough the reason ls not so clear, the ordered green arangement of street trees

hedges, well-kept greenery and good spacious lots that are attributed in the models

may be related to the differences. It is noteworthy that remote greenexy which

can provide the "eye-stop" effect is important.

    We can point out that these results are useful for planning aBd landscaping

of residential areas. AIthough further studies are needed to develop simulation

method techniques, we can show the usefulRess of scale-models for this purpose.
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